
Hi! Realaxy is ready to start a closed beta.

In that page we will provide you the info 

about our tools:

Planner Decorator Material Editor Potter



Planner is an application for creating floor plans.

Decorator is an application  for creating interior designs. It means that you can load a plan

from Planner, put furniture and materials on the walls and floors. After that you can share the decor 

with your friends, discuss it and so on.



           Wallpaper State:

You can Drag&Drop any material from

the right column to the walls and floors

You can select material from the right column 

and put them on the walls and floors with 

Ctrl+Mouse Click

You can select material at the scene with 

Mouse Click (also you can do multiselect

with SHIFT) and rotate/translate them with

a manipulator.

         Objects State:

You can Drag&Drop any object from the right 

column to the scene

You can select any object and change

its position with manipulator

Use 1/2, 3/4, 5/6 to change a scale of the

selected object.(with pressed SHIFT offset will 

be smaller) You must use it for the fitting doors 

and windows.

DEL – delete selected object

Decorator has two edit states: Wallpapers State, Objects state. 

Material Editor is an application for creating materials. Those materials can be placed

on walls and floors in.



On the main scene we have a cube. The size is 2mx2mx2m. For the material you must have 

a diffuse map, normal map, specular map. Here you can rotate the scene and see how it looks 

in Decorator on walls and floors. Before publishing please be sure that you enter a right size 

of your tile texture, the default value is 1000mm.

After the publishing, the material (and 3d model, plan, decor) goes to your stuff. If you want to use 

it in decorator, you must create an object passport and attach your material to it. For a creating 

object passport go to “Add object” section at the top menu of the site.

After the passport creation, you must link your object (material, 3d object, floorplan):

After that, your material will be available and can be used in Decorator application.

1. Copy an object url 

from your stuff

2. Goto object passport, 

click “Add model”, and 

paste the link



Features:

Load OBJ model with linked MTL file Set up 

materials.

Add light sources. For instance for lamp 

models. Those lights will influence on other 

objects in decorator.

There are 3 material types:

Local save to *.potr file and continue to edit

it in the next time.

Set object size.

Publish to your stuff.

Glass/MetalStandard Translucency

Importer is a desktop application for importing 3d objects. 


